Doodle Jump Journal
Cheerleading Journals For Girls Are Always Popular! Now the young athlete in your life can record all the memories, lessons and successes of each
Competition or Training Practice with this unique and fun Cheerleader Journal/ Inspirational Notebook Journal! This Writing Journal For Kids
includes: 50+ Lightly Lined Journal Pages Ready & Waiting To Be Filled Designated page for "This Book Belongs To" 50+ Blank Journal Pages Perfect
For Doodle Notes, Last Minute Thoughts, Cute Stickers or Training Reminders From Coach Full Color, Glossy Cover With Inspirational
Cheerleading Quote and Graphics Custom Sized 7"x10" Format, Perfect for Desks, Backpacks, Gym Bag or Bedside Table Girls Writing Journals can
come in handy for All sorts of Things Including: Birthday gifts for tweens or younger girls Christmas gifts, stocking stuffers or gift baskets Summer
camp journal After Practice Activity or Daily Journal Exercise Vacation or Traveling journal Boredom busters for Rainy Days
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her
to speak for the first time.
The ultimate doodle coloring book. This big sized coloring book is a challenge for all ages. If you are a fanatic doodler and obsessed with filling in and
coloring doodles then this is definitely for you. Or you can just admire the detailed art. The book is filled with 50 unique and extremely detailed work
of art by the master of doodles Kerby Rosanes.
Doodles become art in this beautiful guided art journal.The instruction book, Guide to the Doodle, gives tips on creating doodles, coloring with
pencils and markers, and ways to use your doodles €”such as for note cards, frames, gift bags, and more. There are six chapters €”paisleys,
flowers, letters, butterflies, mandalas, and geometrics. Artists will learn to start with a basic drop, then stretch it and squash it, and interlock it with
other drops, nestling them all together to make beautiful paisley patterns. Nature will come to life, with tiny flowers blooming and butterflies flitting
overhead. Geometric borders will adorn pages.The art journal will provide an elegant place to experiment with all of the techniques described in the
instruction book. The book will include elaborate coloring activities, as well as simple guidelines to get started on creative doodling pages.
Inspirational quotations will add subtle meaning to the art pages.When the journal is complete, it will be a beautiful book to be proud of and cherish.
An Introduction to Creating Beautiful Botanical Artwork
Fahrenheit 451
The Life and Times of the Penis
Draw and Write Journal for Girls
More Than 50 Fun & Fanciful Artistic Exercises to Inspire the Doodler in You!
God's Doodle
The Journal of Health and Physical Education
**Adorable Owl Cover** **ON SALE** Our Doodle Diary, Draw and Write Journal is the Perfect journal for girls who love to doodle, write
and practice their drawing skills. This book is filled with variety of doodle pages featuring trees, rainbows and clouds, hearts, starts and other
doodle designs. You'll also find plenty of lined pages throughout the book along with plenty of room for additional drawing. Great for writing
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stories, making lists and so much more! Girls of all ages are sure to love this book from kids to pre-teens and teenagers. We designed a variety
of covers to fit various styles and color preferences. Makes a great gift! Please click on the "Look Inside" to get a sneak peak of what's found
inside this book. Extra Large **8 x 11** Soft, Matte Paperback Cover Best for colored pencils, crayons and light fine-tip markers or gel pens.
Thank you for browsing our listing. Please feel free to check out our other doodle coloring books, coloring journals and sketchbooks. Have a
lovely day!
Many people want to lead more creative lives but find it difficult to make creativity a daily exercise. In Year of the Doodle, Dawn DeVries
Sokol solves the problem with a year’s worth of interactive prompts—starter doodles, quotes, questions, and fun exercises, all on Sokol’s wellloved painted backgrounds, interspersed with collaged bits of ledger, graph, and notebook paper—meant to get would-be doodlers interacting
with their sketchbooks daily. Opening with ideas for jump-starting the doodle habit, Year of the Doodle is not linked to a particular year like a
calendar—instead, a year’s worth of entries are numbered sequentially so doodlers can start and finish whenever they want to jump-start their
creativity.
A Wonderful Tech Support Definition Gift Under 10.00! Filled with 75+ double sided sheets (150+ writing pages!) of lined paper, for recording
thoughts, gratitude, notes, ideas, prayers, or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook with a funny quote makes a memorable (and
useful) gift! Imagine the look on their face when your Boyfriend, Girlfriend, Husband, Wife, Aunt or Uncle open the box and find their new
favorite notebook! Fits perfectly in purse to use for thoughts, notes, plans, wedding ideas, to do lists, and to express your creative ideas! Perfect
size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a cherished bedside companion, ready for journaling and doodling. If you need ideas for a
birthday present, this is it! Under $10 dollars makes it a great bargain. Whether you're a professional programmer, late night coder or a weekend
hactivist warrior, this clever design is sure to impress everyone at the next hackathon! Makes a great birthday or Christmas gift for computer
nerd, programming student or technology professor gamer geek! This Funny Helpdesk and Tech Support Mug makes a perfect gift for Tech
Support Hotline Engineers, IT team, Helpdesk guys or proud Sysadmins. - 5 x 8" inches Softcover Journal Book - 150 Inside Pages (75 Sheets)
- Lined on Both Sides - Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing with a pen, pencil, or any writing utensil of your choice - An awesome
present for Father's Day, Mother's Day, Birthdays, Thanksgiving, Christmas and any occasion. Write & Be Happy!
Gymnastics Journals For Girls Are Always Popular! Now the young athlete in your life can record all the memories, lessons and successes of
each Competition or Training Practice with this unique and fun Gymnastics Journal/ Inspirational Notebook Journal! This Writing Journal For
Kids includes: 50+ Lightly Lined Journal Pages Ready & Waiting To Be Filled Designated page for "This Book Belongs To" 50+ Blank
Journal Pages Perfect For Doodle Notes, Last Minute Thoughts, Cute Stickers or Training Reminders From Coach Full Color, Glossy Cover
With Inspirational Gymnastics Quote and Graphics Custom Sized 7"x10" Format, Perfect for Desks, Backpacks, Gym Bag or Bedside Table
Girls Writing Journals can come in handy for All sorts of Things Including: Birthday gifts for tweens or younger girls Christmas gifts, stocking
stuffers or gift baskets Summer camp journal After Practice Activity or Daily Journal Exercise Vacation or Traveling journal Boredom busters
for Rainy Days
Jump High! Cheer Proud! (Cheerleading Journal for Girls)
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Mobilize
Animal Jam Sticker Doodle Book
Draw Every Day, Draw Every Way (Guided Sketchbook)
Doodle Diary
Doodling with Jim Henson
Doodle Invasion

World-renowned artist and textile designer Kaffe Fassett provides a window into his creative process, offering readers new patterns,
new ideas, and new inspiration With successes like Bold Blooms and Dreaming in Color, the latest book from Kaffe Fassett brings
together all the best elements of his work and life. Kaffe Fassett in the Studio will offer an in-depth look at his work and where he
finds inspiration, paying particular attention to his color work. He’ll also showcase some of his greatest designs in the areas of
needlework, patchwork, and knitting, as well as provide three to four new patterns in each of these areas. Lastly, Fassett will speak to
his fabric design and painting processes. He remains an icon in the fashion and craft worlds. He partners with brands such as Coach
and is regularly featured in the pages of Vogue. Fassett’s brilliant use of color sets his work apart from other artists, and any
collection of his work is a must have among fans and beyond.
Turn your doodles into a personal journal and into art, to boot! In the tradition of Keri Smith (Wreck This Journal, This Is Not a
Book), Dawn DeVries Sokol has created a fun, easy artist's journal to get kids started with the basics. Doodle about your day; makes
lists of your favorite things; write goals and daydream; try different mediums like pens, watercolors, and found art; add in family
photos or ticket stubs; use Xerox transfers; and much, much more to create a casual, playful, and often thoughtful journal of your life.
Conceived by Instagram's daily sketch sensation @augustwren, this guided journal encourages carving out a moment of selfexpression every day. To conquer the intimidating prospect of filling 365 blank pages, Draw Every Day, Draw Every Way is divided
into monthly themes, with undated daily prompts that suggest what to draw each day. You can work through the journal from front
to back, or jump around and draw whatever appeals to you at the time. Monthly themes include: A month of nature A month of your
favorite things A month of characters A month of print and patterns Jennifer Orkin Lewis (aka @augustwren) encourages
experimentation with a one-page tutorial at the beginning of each month that outlines accessible ways to draw with different
materials, such as ballpoint pens, colored pencils, paint, and collage. Coupled with sections of varying paper types, there is an
unlimited canvas available to flourish artistically; brown craft paper pairs well with black ink and white pencil, black paper is great for
white and metallic gel pens, and heavy white paper is included for painting. The journal is not only useful as a stress-reliever and as a
mode of personal exploration, but also as a way of changing visual thinking. And when completed, it will serve as a reflection of its
owner. With prompts, tutorials, and unique packaging, Draw Every Day, Draw Every Way is a must-have for those looking to sketch
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and doodle their way out of an inspirational rut.
A Wonderful Abuelo Definition Gift Under 10.00! Filled with 75+ double sided sheets (150+ writing pages!) of lined paper, for
recording thoughts, gratitude, notes, ideas, prayers, or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook with a funny quote
makes a memorable (and useful) gift! Imagine the look on their face when your Boyfriend, Girlfriend, Husband, Wife, Aunt or Uncle
open the box and find their new favorite notebook! Fits perfectly in purse to use for thoughts, notes, plans, wedding ideas, to do lists,
and to express your creative ideas! Perfect size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a cherished bedside companion, ready for
journaling and doodling. If you need ideas for a birthday present, this is it! Under $10 dollars makes it a great bargain. Makes a
unique and original gift for Soon To Be Grandpa, Pops or Papi Abuelito, Padre when its Familiar with Argentina, Bolivia, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Hispanic, Spain, Mexico culture. If it's Hispanic, Argentinian, Cuban,
Colombian, Spanish, Mexican, Dominican Republican, Chiliean, Costa Rican it's Abuelo. It's an awesome present for Father's Day
from Wife, Grandchildren, Grandaugther, Grandson or Friend. - 5 x 8" inches Softcover Journal Book - 150 Inside Pages (75 Sheets)
- Lined on Both Sides - Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing with a pen, pencil, or any writing utensil of your choice - An
awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's Day, Birthdays, Thanksgiving, Christmas and any occasion. Write & Be Happy!
Tech Support Definition Notebook - Funny Cute Computer Nerd Doodle Diary Book Gift For Tech Supporter, Professional
Programmer, Late Night Coder, Programming Student Or Technology Professor
Art Doodle Love
110 Pages, White Paper, Sketch, Doodle and Draw
Sketch, Paint, and Doodle Through One Creative Year
Zifflin's Coloring Book
Art of the Doodle
Blank and Lined Journal Notebook for Kids; Cute Journal for Use As Daily Diary Or School Notebook; Ideal for Doodle Notes,
Achievement Journals Or Kids Writing Journal
Everyone wants their product to be the next great killer app. But in the increasingly
crowded world of mobile content, this pinnacle of success is becoming harder and harder
to reach. The iPod, iPhone, and iPad offer tremendous opportunity for the...
Here's a fact: My new friend Calvin Waffle is 100% Weird Danny Cohen and Calvin Waffle
are two very different kids. Danny likes playing baseball; Calvin enjoys strange
experiments. Danny follows the rules at school; Calvin tries to drive his teacher crazy.
Danny and Calvin decide to team up for the big jelly bean experiment. Will it lead to
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trouble? Maybe. Will they have fun trying? You can count on it.
Many women love the idea of leading a more creative life, but don’t know where to begin.
With Art Doodle Love, art journal expert Dawn DeVries Sokol provides the perfect jump
start: an interactive fill-in book of prompts that will motivate women to "discover”
themselves and their inner creative goddesses. Loosely inspired by Eat Pray Love,
Elizabeth Gilbert’s memoir of self-discovery, Art Doodle Love overflows with colorful
pages for recording thoughts and collecting ideas, as well as venting, soul-searching,
and documenting everyday life. By following the insightful prompts, the journal keeper
develops her artistic skills, gains confidence in her natural creativity, and learns
about herself through self-reflection. Praise for Art Doodle Love: "The author offers
readers art journaling supply recommendations, then eases them into doodling and
documenting on pages that have been prepped with vibrant and inspiring background.”
--Grand Rapid Press and Kalamazoo Gazette
Hey, Jammers! Can't get enough of Jamaa? Then jump on into this doodle book that lets you
put yourself into the wild world of Animal Jam through drawing, doodling, stickers, and
other awesome activities! This fantastic doodle book lets fans of Animal Jam--the number
one kids gaming site in the world--explore their creative sides as they interact with
Jamaa in a whole new way. Draw your own avatar, doodle awesome outfits for animals, solve
crazy puzzles, and more! Inside, discover 150 stickers, plenty of space to draw and
doodle, weird animal facts to make you smart, plus awesome animal photos. Up your game!
Out of My Mind
Billy Bird
Personal Pages and Inspirations
Strategies for Success from the Frontlines of the App Revolution
Journal of Health, Physical Education, Recreation
75 Ways to Playfully Manifest a Meaningful Life
Get Lit
What explains the massive worldwide success of video games such as Fortnite, Minecraft, and Pokémon Go? Game companies
and their popularity are poorly understood and often ignored from the standpoint of traditional business strategy. Yet this industry
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generates billions in revenue by thinking creatively about digital distribution, free-to-play content, and phenomena like e-sports and
live streaming. What lessons can we draw from its major successes and failures about the future of entertainment? One Up offers
a pioneering empirical analysis of innovation and strategy in the video game industry to explain how it has evolved from a fringe
activity to become a mainstream form of entertainment. Joost van Dreunen, a widely recognized industry expert with over twenty
years of experience, analyzes how game makers, publishers, and platform holders have tackled strategic challenges to make the
video game industry what it is today. Using more than three decades of rigorously compiled industry data, he demonstrates that
video game companies flourish when they bring the same level of creativity to business strategy that they bring to game design.
Filled with case studies of companies such as Activision Blizzard, Apple, Electronic Arts, Epic Games, Microsoft, Nexon, Sony,
Take-Two Interactive, Tencent, and Valve, this book forces us to rethink common misconceptions around the emergence of digital
and mobile gaming. One Up is required reading for investors, creatives, managers, and anyone looking to learn about the major
drivers of change and growth in contemporary entertainment.
You will be impotent with both laughter as you read this "remarkably entertaining and informative look at the male organ down
through the ages . . . undeniably funny” (Booklist). Throughout history, man has revered his penis as his “most precious
ornament.” From small to large, thick to thin, smooth to wrinkled, Thomas Hickman lets the history of this mystery hang out for all
to see. Offering discussion of ancient literatures and mathematical quandaries of possible positions, such as Greece’s “the lion on
the cheese-grater,” which still keeps scholars in a twist. It is a stiff subject, but we easily settle in with the likes of Bill Clinton,
Michelangelo’s David, and Shakespeare as they followed their heads. If you were to wrap your hands around anything less than
two-inches, it should be God’s Doodle, a brilliant history of the penis that hits the topic right on the head. It reaches through time
and looks at how the penis trended long before one was ever posted on Twitter. “[A] well-researched, dryly witty and worthwhile
read.” --Salon “Tom Hickman tells the story of its ups and downs with enthusiasm and a mostly straight face.” --The Economist
Moving, insightful, lyrical and also at times very funny, this novel is a supple, disarmingly frank exploration of parenthood. Liam
and Iris have one son: Billy, a bright 'toddler puddling about like a penguin, leaving surrealist art installations all over the house- a
tiny cow in a teapot in a hat on the doorstep, of course! A stuffed crocodile in a silk camisole perched beside a woollen chick in a
beanie on the bread-bin, why not!' Just as they are despairing about being able to conceive another child, Jason comes into their
family. He arrives under fraught circumstances, but might just make a perfect sibling for Billy. Jason is a ' lovely, poor, sad,
unfortunate, ordinary, annoying, delightful nuisance of a ratbag of a hoot of a kid ' and the boys grow close over the ensuing years.
But after a terrible accident, Billy turns into a bird. He utterly believes it: and as his behaviour becomes increasingly worrying, Liam
and Iris must find a way to stop their family flying apart. When extracts of Billy Bird won the NZSA Peter and Dianne Beatson
Fellowship, the judges said the project was 'inventive, joyful and beautifully written'. Ripe with playfulness, yet also unforgettably
poignant, this novel will unstitch - and then mend - your heart several times over.
Intuition is the language of the soul, and we’re all born with the natural ability of an inner-knowing. As we go through life, we have
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a inborn tendency to pull away from what was once totally natural to us. In 101 Ways to Jump-Start Your Intuition , psychic
medium John Holland guides you through 101 quick and easy lessons to help you understand, develop, and work with your
internal sense of intuition. This small yet valuable book will become your companion as you rely more on intuition for direction,
insight, clarity, and wisdom on a daily basis. Each of the mini-lessons comes with its own affirmation or inspirational statement to
complement and strengthen each of the 101 lessons. This book reinforces the idea that intuition is a reminder of the power of the
human spirit, but more important, that when we listen to its advice, it can lead us to a life of unlimited potential.
Doodle and Plan Your Week
Methoden der Webwissenschaft. Teil 1
Wreck This Journal: Now in Color
The Jelly Bean Experiment
Creativity, Competition, and the Global Business of Video Games
CB7
Tech Support
Most of us view work and play as mutually exclusive opposites, but now you can blend them together in your new route to joy-filled success.
The 75 techniques in this book will guide you to be more playful and productive as you move through three vital phases of the manifestation
process: dreaming (Hop), experimenting (Skip), and taking action (Jump). Discover your Play Personality and learn how to use it to create
more experiences in which work feels like play, and struggle gives way to momentum, ease, and joy. Includes a FREE downloadable
Productivity Pack
Cute Drawing Doodle Sketchbook For Girls This book is perfect for kids and teens who love to draw and doodle and sketch. This sketchbook
has 110 blank pages with some inspirational impromptu doodle art. Great for sketching and doodling and drawing. Good quality white paper.
Soft cover (Matte finish). Size 8.5 x11 (extra large). Perfect gift for your budding artist!
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Network and System Security, NSS 2014, held in Xi'an, China,
in October 2014. The 35 revised full papers and 12 revised short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 155 initial
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on cloud computing, access control, network security, security analysis, public key
cryptography, system security, privacy-preserving systems and biometrics, and key management and distribution.
A totalitarian regime has ordered all books to be destroyed, but one of the book burners suddenly realizes their merit.
1,000 Artist Journal Pages
Doodles From Your Brain
8th International Conference, NSS 2014, Xi'an, China, October 15-17, 2014. Proceedings
Art Journaling for Girls
Year of the Doodle
A Novel
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Unlock the Power of the Unfocused Mind

“Not gonna lie, this is probably the coolest journal you’ll ever see. . . . Wreck This Journal is here to inspire you.” —Buzzfeed A
spectacular coloring and painting edition of the incredible journal that started it all, in celebration of the tenth anniversary of the
10-million-copy international bestseller Perhaps you're a seasoned Wreck-er, having made your way through one or more copies
of Wreck This Journal. Or maybe you're new to the phenomenon (little do you know, this experience might just change your life).
Whatever the case, you've found the perfect book to destroy... Welcome to an all new-edition of Wreck This Journal, now in
spectacular full color! Inside, you'll find prompts for painting, shredding, transforming, and unleashing your creativity. With a mix of
new, altered, and favorite prompts, Wreck This Journal: Now in Color invites you to wreck with color: mixing colors to make mud,
letting chance dictate your color choice, weaving with brightly colored strips of paper, and more. What colors will you use to you
wreck your journal? “A conceptual artist and author luring kids into questioning the world and appreciating every smell, texture and
mystery in it.” —TIME Magazine “Keri Smith may well be the self-help guru this DIY generation deserves.” —The Believer
4LTR Press solutions give students the option to choose the format that best suits their learning preferences. This option is perfect
for those students who focus on the textbook as their main course resource. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
A Wonderful Get Lit Gift Under 10.00! Filled with 75+ double sided sheets (150+ writing pages!) of lined paper, for recording
thoughts, gratitude, notes, ideas, prayers, or sketches. This motivational and inspirational notebook with a funny quote makes a
memorable (and useful) gift! Imagine the look on their face when your Boyfriend, Girlfriend, Husband, Wife, Aunt or Uncle open the
box and find their new favorite notebook! Fits perfectly in purse to use for thoughts, notes, plans, wedding ideas, to do lists, and to
express your creative ideas! Perfect size to tuck into a purse, keep on a desk or as a cherished bedside companion, ready for
journaling and doodling. If you need ideas for a birthday present, this is it! Under $10 dollars makes it a great bargain. Do you love
Christmas? Favorite holiday of the year? Love Christmas trees, lights, presents, gifts, white snow? Plus Santa, his workshop,
elves and the north pole. Maybe even a little eggnog and mistletoe? This great shirt makes a great Xmas gift! English Teachers
Get Lit Cool tee for educationist, educator, instructor, pedagogue, preceptor or coach! - 5 x 8" inches Softcover Journal Book - 150
Inside Pages (75 Sheets) - Lined on Both Sides - Lined paper is acid-free; it's perfect for writing with a pen, pencil, or any writing
utensil of your choice - An awesome present for Father's Day, Mother's Day, Birthdays, Thanksgiving, Christmas and any
occasion. Write & Be Happy!
This Journal is perfect to take with you in your bag! (5.5 X 8.5 Inches) If you are like me, you love to doodle whilst working,
listening and making plans. This journal is the perfect combination of both a weekly planner and prompts to help you get creative!
This journal contains: 52 double spread weeks, 52 doodle and note pages and 52 doodles prompts to get your creative juices
flowing. Including: Design a juice carton, doodles your favourite photo, doodles what you ate today and many more! Doodles From
Your Brain has stemmed from my Instagram (@doodlesfrommybrain) where I share daily doodles! For a larger desktop version
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check out JUMBO Doodles From Your Brain!
Behind the Scenes with a Master Colorist
Lined Journal Notebook for Kids; Cute Journal for Use As Daily Diary Or School Notebook; Ideal for Doodle Notes, Achievement
Journals Or Kids Writing Journal
Hop, Skip, Jump
A Journal of Self-Discovery
Transforming Simple Drawings into Works of Art
Sketchbook Journal for Girls
Yankee Doodle

Learn the Art of Gouache with Easy-to-Paint, Stunning Floral Designs Let your creativity bloom with this inspiring step-bystep guide to painting lush roses, delicate daisies, blossoming cacti and more. Gouache makes it easy to create rich,
bright colors for an impressive impact in just a few strokes. This forgiving medium is great for beginners, as well as
watercolor artists looking for a bold, new way to create stunning artwork that pops. Vidhi Khandelwal, founder of The Ink
Bucket art and stationery brand, guides you each step of the way through simple techniques to recreate her signature
florals. Use your new skills to begin a daily art habit, create stunning compositions to brighten up your home and add a
personal touch to homemade cards and gifts. With a trove of traceable flower sketches right in the book, you can focus
on your painting journey without worrying about how to draw every line. Along with the essential strokes, you’ll learn
simple shading methods for realistic petals, and lovely layering techniques to add fullness and texture in each blossom.
Bring your project to life with fun details like veined leaves and colorful backgrounds, and even venture into floral hand
lettering. Whether you’re looking to boost your painting skills or enjoy a relaxing new hobby, this book provides a
refreshing creative escape.
Jim Henson, an extraordinary artist and visionary, invented unique worlds and characters that remain just as vivid,
original and fresh today as when they were created. A television pioneer, an innovator in puppetry, technology and visual
arts, and a performer who literally brought to life some of the most memorable characters ever, Jim Henson's impact on
entertainment, education and culture continues to this day more than 20 years after his death.
Harness your mind’s innate tendency to wander, stall, rest, and unfocus and become more productive—in the boardroom,
living room, or classroom. Named one of Coastal Living’s Best Books for the Beach This Summer To finish tasks and
achieve goals, most people believe that more focus is the solution. We rely on to-do lists, calendar reminders, noiseblocking headphones, and sometimes medication to help us concentrate—even though these tactics often fail to
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substantially improve productivity. Drawing on the latest brain research, compelling stories from his psychological
practice, and colorful examples of counterintuitive success from sports, business, education, and the arts, neuroscientist
Srini Pillay, M.D., challenges traditional ideas about productivity, revealing the lasting, positive benefits of adding
deliberate and regular unfocus to your repertoire. A fascinating tour through brain wavelengths and rhythm, mindsets,
and mental relaxation, Tinker Dabble Doodle Try demonstrates how specific kinds of planned unfocus stimulate cognitive
calmness, jumpstart productivity, enhance innovation, inspire creativity, improve long-term memory, and, of course, help
you stay on target. Tinkering with ideas and with things releases your mind to wander from a state of stuckness into a
possibility frame of mind, triggering neural connections and new insights. Dabbling in a new endeavor—whether a hobby
or fantasy—disrupts your habitual and reactive thinking, helping you find new solutions to old problems. Doodling can help
you tap into another brain frequency to remove obstacles and create opportunities and inspiration. With techniques for
training the brain to unfocus, concepts for scheduling busy lives, and ideas for controlling this new cognitive-toggling
capability, Tinker Dabble Doodle Try will change how you think about daydreaming, relaxing, leaving work unfinished,
and even multitasking. What you’ll discover is a greater freedom, a deeper intelligence, and a more profound joy in your
life. Praise for Tinker Dabble Doodle Try “Pillay’s effortless writing style, combined with an excellent balance of popular
psychology and self-help, makes this a helpful read for those who enjoy a light dive into psychology with practical
applications.”—Library Journal “Pillay cites an intriguing range of brain studies to support his argument, and his case
studies of individuals with whom he has worked provide useful insights.”—Kirkus Reviews “Dr. Srini Pillay offers a
brilliant, deeply researched, and even more deeply imagined blueprint for using one’s full mental armamentarium,
conscious, unconscious, and all the undiscovered rest! A fantastic book!”—Edward M. Hallowell, M.D., co-author of
Delivered from Distraction “Dr. Pillay’s new book will help you create a new, fun, more playful destiny and unlock your
brain’s inner potential.”—Daniel G. Amen, M.D., co-author of The Brain Warrior’s Way “This book not only gives you
license to step off the hamster wheel of focus, focus, focus, but it will show you how to strategically and productively do
so.”—JJ Virgin, author of JJ Virgin’s Sugar Impact Diet “This brilliant book shows how to manipulate your brain to
alternate between intense concentration and deliberate mind-wandering.”—Mark Robert Waldman, co-author of How God
Changes Your Brain
The advice and exercises in If You Can Doodle, You Can Paint helps you dig into your creative life to find a style that is
authentically yours.? If You Can Doodle, You Can Paint was named one of Library Journal’s Best Crafts & DIY Books of
2017! If You Can Doodle, Your Can Paint looks at the small, impromtu doodles we make on a daily basis as resources;
treasures from which we can create full-sized paintings. Even if you don't consider yourself a doodler, the exercises and
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techniques in this book will give you a fun way to tap into your personal style. The invitation starts with a pencil as you
work through doodle assignments. Eventually, you will learn how to size up and combine these doodles into larger
compositions. Then, you will begin mixing it up with watercolor paints and, finally, with acrylic paints. In If You Can
Doodle, You Can Paint we will: Dig for treasure/doodle Observe, arrange, and study Make folded books for doodle-ready
surfaces Copy your images with hand/eye coordination Scan and enlarge your doodles Add color combinations with
colored pencil and acrylic paint Create compositional grid paintings, and Create a large complete painting! So what are
you waiting for? Grab some pens and paints and get creative!
If You Can Doodle, You Can Paint
Tinker Dabble Doodle Try
101 Ways to Jump Start Your Intuition
Jump Start Your Business Brain
Painting Florals with Gouache
Get Lit Notebook - Funny Great Christmas Doodle Diary Book Gift About Books On Xmas! Let's Get Lit And Drinking
Discover Your Inner Artist - Includes Instructional Book and Guided Journal
Over 1,000 journal pages presented in one beautiful full-color book Journals offer their makers a safe place to dream, doodle, rant, and
reinvent themselves. They offer viewers rich, visual inspiration. There is a fascination with these revealing and often beautiful pages of selfexploration and personal expression. Journals offer a tantalizing, voyeuristic view of an interior life. This would be the first book to offer
examples of over 1000 journal pages in one eye-catching, visual format, and would attract a wide swathe of artists who fully embrace or
experiment with this medium. Journaling has seeped into popular culture in a big way and this collection provides a wide array of ideas,
techniques and themes to inspire and inform mixed media and journaling enthusiasts.
Jump Start Your Business Brain details data-proven methods that can make your sales, marketing and business development measurably
more effective. What makes this book unique is that the methods detailed are backed up with hard data. They're grounded in statistical
analysis of the success and failures of more than 4,000 new products and services, and more than 6,000 innovation teams. The research
quantifies the impact of a back-to-basic, customer-focused approach to sales, marketing and business development. The research also
uncovers news regarding how you can measurably increase effectiveness in today's super-competitive, time-compressed and overstressed
marketplace. It's the perfect book for today's up-and-coming executive.
Network and System Security
The Scientific Way to Make More Money
A 365-Day Sketchbook
Danny's Doodles
El Abuelo
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One Up
Jazz Journal International
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